
Thursday, 28.5. Friday, 29.5. Saturday, 30.5. Sunday, 31.5. Monday, 1.6.

10-11am Warm up: Yaniv Pesso, 
martial artist


Intro into Whirling & 
Sema Ritual by musician 
Faridah Busemann


Anva Goldberg „Natural 
Movement“ class

Thanksgiving Circle lead 
by Paramjyoti


11.15 am - 12.15 noon Meditation & Story 
Telling with Patricia 
Chong from Australia


Music: Mohamad Zatari


Meditation & Story 
Telling with Patricia 
Chong from Australia


Music: Shay Masala

Meditation & Story 
Telling with Patricia 
Chong from Australia

& Celebration

Music: Sina Gheisari

4-5pm Opening by Paramjyoti 
and friends

Workshop with 
Paramjyoti


Shared Prayer, Impro

All musicians welcome

Offering Songs

All musicians welcome

5-6pm Warm up & Introduction 
into „Devadasi - Dance 
of the Heart“


Workshop with 
Paramjyoti

Time with Paramjyoti for 
questions and feedback


Time with Paramjyoti for 
questions and feedback


7-8pm Dance Concert

Sacred Songs by Lila


Dance Concert

Boaz Galili 

Sema Ritual

Ehsan & Sinan

Sema Ritual

Sina Gheisari



All Musicians: Gökche Okukllu, Savita Thakur, Ozgür Baba, 


5-6pm Meeting with Paramjyoti: basically talk, yet nice, if some musician/s attend/s in case we want to demonstrate something and/or simply 
because you are interested to hear feedback and learn more about the practice, which has a lot to do with the relationship of music and dance.

It would be wonderful if at least an foremost Meir can join this, who works with me since many years.


Thanksgiving circle: All musicians are welcome. We will give „offerings of thanks“, dancers may choose to work with this or that musician.


Finances:

i realised that this is so much work to set all up and that what I offer as a teacher is not the regular Yoga Class Main Stream - so that I need to take

a leap now and instead of offering this event for free, I will ask 308 Euros as a pass par tous. I have 10 early bird registrations, they pay less, and my 
supporting crew is free to choose the amount they want to donate, in accordance to what they put in and what they can afford.

This way we have 

1.) a committed group of participants. Energy will be high and we can take it far.

2.) 

3.)


I will provide at least 30 %, max. 40% from the income, divided by the number of recipients, meaning in the first place to the musicians who 
participate in more than just the shared prayer and song offering. Those who either hold a concert or „hold“ the energy with me over the 5 days 
throughout most of the events ( will not be needed for all, but sweet, if you would participate also as a mover and „take class“ and benefit in this 
way. And in the second place we have other pillars of the event, to whom I will offer their share, which is Patricia Chong, the storyteller, Anva who 
will lead a movement class and in case the martial artist Yaniv Pesso will join us, to him, too.


Two of my friends, brought in intersting mind blowing aspects:

One beloved musician friend said „everybody would need to pay for this event, rather than getting payed. It is our practice time, our sanctuary, our 
community space we want to feed. and/or get to be paid“, not only the musicians.

One dancer friend: the contribution of some dancers is about of the same value as for what the musicians bring in during our meetings. Unless we 
talk about a concert or a class being taught.


I like these comments a lot :-)


I am very thankful to all of you, that you did not put financial aspect prior in this undertaking. We, as artists, love what we do and need to do what 
we are here for, in order to keep healthy and alive. At the same time I know that all of us are happy to have an income, with which they can move 

about in this material world.




For me this is a launching pad into a new dimension of collaboration, uniting our forces, heart, spirit and art, using the medias and ways available to 
us, creating a balance and bridge between the spiritual and the material world, inspiration and manifestation. I am very much looking forward to 
experience this prelude with you and curious and excited to see, what actually can develop from it!


Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your trust, your joining in, your support and the heart and spirit you pour into it!


with love,

Paramjyoti



